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ABSTRACT

The spatial arrangement of visual elements of an image, i.e. the vi-

sual composition, is a research subject in the domain of visual arts

which include painting, film, etc. Film experts face the problem of

retrieval of visual compositions in film on a daily basis. Although,

visual composition is a crucial element to consider in content-based

video retrieval, little scientific effort has been invested into this prob-

lem so far. Actually, it is unclear if content-based retrieval of visual

compositions is feasible. We present a user study conducted to in-

vestigate the feasibility of content-based retrieval of visual compo-

sitions as they are understood by film experts. For that reason, we

create a data set derived from real world material and let the film

experts evaluate the retrieval performance. The user study investi-

gates the applicability of state-of-the-art visual features and shows

differences in evaluations by film experts (test group) and computer

scientists (reference group).

1. INTRODUCTION

Visual composition refers to the spatial arrangement of the visual

elements of an image. In painting, the artist arranges the visual ele-

ments in a picture to evoke a certain impression. In film, the director

arranges the elements in a scene and selects the camera’s view.

Film experts want to identify recurring visual compositions (see

Figure 1) because they want to analyze how compositions are used

for conveying the message. Therefore, they closely inspect the films

by hand which is a tedious and error-prone task. This fact mo-

tivates the use of automated methods. Currently, there is no ac-

cepted method for automated identification of visual compositions in

film. Related work, such as [1], focuses on composition retrieval in

news videos which follow much stricter composition rules than film.

(a) Templ. I (b) (c) (d)

(e) Templ. II (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 1. Two composition templates with three frames from different

films that share the respective visual composition type.

This is the reason why related work is not applicable to films. It is

still unclear whether or not visual compositions, as understood by

film experts, can be represented and retrieved by low-level content-

based features. In this paper we investigate the applicability of well-

understood content-based retrieval methods in the novel domain of

visual composition retrieval. For this purpose, we assemble a real

world data set with the help of film experts in order to measure the

retrieval performance. We need a novel data set in order to perform

investigations under realistic conditions.

We see composition as the result of two concurrent processes.

First, the adherence to certain principles and, second, the applica-

tion of formal elements. Principles of composition include hard to

grasp concepts like the dominant idea of the image as well as more

tangible concepts like the gradation of lighting and the balance of

the depicted elements. Formal elements among others include lines,

shapes, textures and colors of depicted objects and surface areas.

Formal elements are either purposely embedded into the image or

they become apparent at a later time.

We design a system for retrieval of visual composition in film

and perform a user study to test and answer the following hypothesis

and research questions:

Hypothesis 1 Low-level features are able to represent visual com-

positions.

We pair combinations of features and single features with differ-

ent proximity measures and let humans evaluate the retrieval results.

These relevance judgments serve as a metric for a feature’s ability

to represent visual compositions. Additionally to the hypothesis, we

investigate three research questions. RQ 1: Which content-based

features perform best? RQ 2: Which proximity measure performs

better? RQ 3: Do film experts judge the same retrieval results differ-

ently than computer scientists? We derive the third research question

from the assumption that subjects with expertise in film studies bet-

ter recognize the presence of compositions than subjects without this

expertise.

2. TECHNIQUES

2.1. Content-Based Features

The formal elements and principles of composition can be divided

into two groups, the tangible and the intangible ones. We focus on

the tangible elements and principles. We expect that they can be

captured with content-based features and thus are relevant for access

to image databases.

First, we select Edge Histogram, Region Shape, and Homoge-

neous Texture which are defined in the MPEG-7 standard for multi-

media content description [3].



Second, we employ the so called KANSEI features by Koba-

yashi et al. [4]. They propose the joint application of both a shape

feature (KANSEI Shape) and a color feature.

Adaptations to the color feature become necessary because we

employ frames from black and white films in this user study. First,

we reduce the computation of the average color to one color chan-

nel, equaling the computation of the average intensity. Second, we

discard the radiation-like mask 2(a) proposed in [4] in favor of two

diagonal ones shown in Figures 2(e) and 2(f). This modification is

based on recommendations of film experts. We name the modified

feature KANSEI Intensity.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2. Masks defining the regions that are employed for the de-

scription of color and intensity distribution in the KANSEI color and

intensity feature. Note that the shading only illustrates the spatial ar-

rangement of the regions.

In addition to the single content-based features (see Table 1), we

evaluate three feature combinations (summarized in Table 2) and a

random feature. We obtain the feature combinations through con-

catenation of the single features’ components. The random feature

(RM) has 5 components with uniformly distributed pseudo-random

values. The random feature defines a lower-bound of retrieval per-

formance which we use to compare the other features with.

Name Dim. Type Abbr.

MPEG-7 Edge Histogram 80 local EH

MPEG-7 Homogeneous Texture 62 global HT

MPEG-7 Region Shape 35 global RS

KANSEI Intensity 60 local KI

KANSEI Shape 64 local KS

Random 5 - RM

Table 1. Features used in the experiments.

Combination Features Abbr.

KANSEI features <KI,KS> KSI

MPEG-7 features <EH,HT,RS> MP7

KANSEI and MPEG-7 <EH,HT,RS,KI,KS> ALL

Table 2. Feature combinations employed in the experiments.

2.2. Proximity Measures

We acquire retrieval results through similarity retrieval using Salton’s

Vector Space Model [6]. In order to preserve a certain objectivity

we employ one similarity measure and one distance measure. We

employ Cosine similarity and the Euclidean distance because they

are two well-understood representatives of the respective groups of

proximity measures.

2.3. Statistical Methods

We analyze the data quality of the content-based features using the

weighted average loading indicator (WALDI), a measure for the in-

formation content based on Principal Component Analysis [5]. The

WALDI summarizes the feature components’ influence on the vari-

ability in the data. Feature components that describe much of the

variability in the data obtain high scores while components that de-

scribe little variability obtain small WALDI scores. Evaluating the

data quality of features helps in selecting compact (small number of

components) and expressive (much variability explained) features.

Furthermore, we employ factorial analysis of variance [2] to

identify significant differences in the means of the relevance judg-

ments to test the hypothesis and to answer the research questions.

Factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a standard method em-

ployed in user studies. Significance tests with ANOVA allow for

more objective statements than descriptive methods commonly used

in information retrieval. ANOVA enables the evaluation of statistical

properties of the investigated factors: content-based features, prox-

imity measures, composition templates, and users’ field of expertise.

3. USER STUDY

We conduct a user study to evaluate the applicability of low-level

features for the retrieval of visual compositions in a real world sce-

nario. We select 30 users for the study, 15 film experts (either film

archivists or film scientists) as the test group and 15 computer scien-

tists as a reference group. The reference group consists of computer

scientists, because of two reasons. The first reason is that computer

scientists frequently (mostly due to availability) serve as subjects

in user studies concerned with information retrieval and we want

to investigate the validity of this approach for the given task. The

second reason is that the inclusion of computer scientists allows for

a comparison of the two involved mindsets, on one side computer

scientists as the creators of retrieval systems and novices regarding

visual composition and on the other side film experts as specialists

for visual composition and the real users of such a retrieval system.

The user study is performed with two sets of queries. The first

set contains four pre-defined (common) query sketches which repre-

sent compositions typically sought after by film experts. These query

sketches (see Figures 1(a), 1(e), 5(a), and 5(e)) were suggested by

film experts prior to the study and later generated using a graphics

tablet and a pressure sensitive brush. The common query sketches

enable an objective comparison of two different user groups. The

second set of query sketches is defined by the users themselves dur-

ing the study. This set of query sketches enables the evaluation of the

users’ subjective satisfaction. The users first assess the retrieval per-

formance regarding the four common query sketches and then draw

and assess four individual query sketches.

We observe that the individual query sketches (see Figure 3) dif-

fer from the pre-defined ones in abstractness and the semantic con-

tent. Some individual query sketches are entirely abstract, e.g. a

spiral, while others are strongly semantic, e.g. a heart. The perfor-

mance of queries based on the semantics of sketches will probably

suffer from the system’s inability to process the semantics presented

in the query. In the case of the abstract query images the retrieval

performance depends on the frequency of such images in the data

set. Note that the system supports user-generated query sketches as

well as the use of existing images from known films, the web, etc.

For the user study we employ sketches to reduce bias. For example,

if existing images are used for the study, film experts could expect

specific frames to be returned regardless of whether these frames are

part of the data set or not.

Retrieval is performed on a data set that contains 6690 key-

frames from six black and white archive films. The films are for-

malistic films which make frequent use of visual compositions. We

select keyframes from all shots (including the ones without a distin-



EH HT RS KI KS

WALDI 35% 25% 21% 50% 100%

Table 3. The information content represented by each feature mea-

sured with the WALDI technique relative to the best-scoring feature

KANSEI Shape.

guishable composition) in order to enable an objective evaluation of

the employed techniques creating a real-world scenario.

We implement a system that takes user-defined sketches of vi-

sual compositions as input and retrieves images similar to the sketch

based on the features and proximity measures from Section 2. For

each query sketch, we perform retrieval with the six content-based

features listed in Table 1 and with the three feature combinations

listed in Table 2. Each feature and feature combination is paired with

both proximity measures (L2-norm and the cosine metric). This re-

sults in (6 single features + 3 feature combinations ) ∗ 2 metrics

= 18 different system configurations that are evaluated in the study.

Each of the 18 result sets consists of the 16 best matches found in

the data set and is assessed separately by each participant. We do

not evaluate all possible system configurations to limit the duration

of the study for each participant to an acceptable extent. Users spend

90 minutes to four hours to complete all assessments.

Prior to the assessment, we instructed the users to rate the visual

similarity of the retrieved matches. All users were informed about

the origin of the employed keyframes. Users not familiar with the

term visual composition were briefed that the term refers to the spa-

tial placement of visual elements inside an image.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Data Quality of Features

An “ideal” feature has decorrelated components and a high score in

regard of information content. Feature combinations should exhibit

similar properties. Additionally, any two features in a combination

should have low inter-feature correlations.

High information content is a necessary but not sufficient prop-

erty of a good content-based feature. We analyze the features’ ex-

pressiveness for the image data employed in this investigation. The

analysis results are summarized in Table 3. We observe that KAN-

SEI Shape scores highest followed by KANSEI Intensity. This means,

they explain large amounts of variance contained in the feature data.

The MPEG-7 features consistently have lower scores than the KAN-

SEI features. Their expressiveness is limited in the context of the

underlying image data.

In addition to the information content, we investigate intra-feature

and the inter-feature correlations. Intra-feature correlations refer

to the redundancies between the components of one single feature,

while inter-feature correlations refer to the redundancies between

components of two or more features. We compute Pearson’s cor-

relation coefficient between any two feature components and take its

absolute value in order to obtain the correlation matrix depicted in

Figure 4.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. Individual query sketches generated by the users in the study.

Fig. 4. The correlation matrix between all feature components. High

values (light) indicate high correlations, low values (dark) indicate

low correlations. The white lines mark the boundaries between fea-

tures.

Ideally, the entire matrix would be dark (correlation of zero) ex-

cept for the main diagonal which should be white (correlation of

one). This would indicate that every feature component (and thus

every feature) captures specific information that is not captured by

any of the other components (and features).

On the intra-feature level, we observe strong correlations inside

Homogeneous Texture and KANSEI Intensity. The correlations in

Homogeneous Texture indicate that the energy and energy deviation

of the captured frequency channels describe essentially the same in-

formation in the image data employed in this user study. The com-

ponents of KANSEI Shape and Edge Histogram are moderately cor-

related. Both features base on neighboring image blocks which tend

to have correlated content. Region Shape has the lowest correlations

due to the independent basis functions of the ART.

On the inter-feature level, KANSEI Intensity is moderately cor-

related with all other features. The highest correlation is observed

between KANSEI Intensity and KANSEI Shape. Region Shape has

low correlations with other features, especially with the two MPEG-7

features. Homogeneous Texture correlates with some components of

Edge Histogram. These correlations are expected since edges in an

image introduce particular frequencies in the image’s frequency do-

main representation.

4.2. Results of the user study

Hypothesis 1: Low-level features are able to represent visual

compositions. We test this hypothesis by evaluating the Prec@16

obtained using the content-based features. Prec@16 is the propor-

tion of relevant retrieval results in the result set of size 16. We choose

Prec@16 in order to evaluate the complete result set our system re-

trieves. See Figure 5 for examples of composition sketches and rel-

evant retrieval results. An evaluation of recall is not reasonable be-

cause there is no way to create a universally valid ground truth for

the keyframes in the data set. A unique assignment of keyframes to

composition types is not possible, since this assignment depends on

the beholder’s subjective assessment.

Table 4 lists the mean and standard deviation of Prec@16 for all

features and combinations in the study. Note that a Prec@16 value of

1.00 can only be achieved if there are at least 16 relevant examples

in the data set which is not the case for all tested sketches. Con-

sequently, we are interested in the relative performance differences

rather than in absolute precision values.

From the Prec@16 values, we observe that all single features

and feature combinations outperform the random feature which cor-



(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 5. Two of the pre-defined query sketches – 5(a), 5(e) – each

with three relevant retrieval results.

RM EH HT RS KI KS MP7 KSI ALL

µ 0.07 0.22 0.30 0.34 0.42 0.54 0.37 0.49 0.53

σ 0.06 0.14 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.11 0.19 0.24 0.24

Table 4. Mean and standard deviation of Prec@16 for all features

and combinations.

roborates the above hypothesis. The worst-performing real-world

feature (Edge Histogram) yields an average Prec@16 of 0.22 while

the random feature yields an average Prec@16 of 0.07.

RQ 1: Which content-based features perform best? Edge

Histogram is outperformed by all other single features. The ANOVA

confirms (using a level of significance of 5%) this and the following

observations. The 0.04 difference between the mean Prec@16 of

Homogeneous Texture and Region Shape is not significant. The per-

formance differences of KANSEI Intensity and the other single fea-

tures are significant. This makes KANSEI Intensity the second best

single feature. The best performing single feature is KANSEI Shape.

KANSEI Shape’s performance supports the results of the statistical

analysis based on WALDI. KANSEI Shape captures the variance in

the data that is important for retrieval of visual compositions.

In the evaluation of feature combinations, both KSI and ALL

outperform MP7. The performance difference between KSI and

ALL is not statistically significant and, thus, there are two “best”

feature combinations.

The performance differences between the single features and

the combinations do not justify statements regarding a clear per-

formance winner. It is nevertheless interesting that KANSEI Shape

alone yields slightly higher precision than KSI and ALL. This means

that a single feature achieves comparable performance to the feature

combinations at lower computational costs.

RQ 2: Which proximity measure preforms better? In order

to answer the second research question we analyze the performance

differences between the two proximity measures. Cosine similar-

ity yields an average Prec@16 of 0.41 with standard deviation 0.23.

Euclidean distance yields an average Prec@16 of 0.39 with standard

deviation of 0.22. Although, the Cosine similarity seems to be su-

perior over the Euclidean distance, the factorial ANOVA reveals that

there is no significant difference in the performance of the two prox-

imity measures.

RQ 3: Do film experts judge the same retrieval results dif-

ferently than computer scientists? We investigate the influence of

the field of expertise by analyzing the differences in retrieval perfor-

mance judgments between computer scientists and film experts. We

ask both user groups offline to assess the retrieval system’s general

ability to represent visual compositions on a five-point scale (defi-

cient - sufficient - satisfactory - good - excellent). Both user groups

respond in the range from good to sufficient, with the median for
both groups being satisfactory. The statistical analysis of the actual

relevance judgments yields an average Prec@16 of 0.38 for com-

puter scientists and of 0.43 for film experts with the same standard

deviation of 0.22. These results indicate that film experts asses the

relevance differently than the computer scientists. The ANOVA con-

firms the significance of this difference at a level of significance of

5%. We learn that given identical result sets, film experts rate the

relevance of the presented images higher than computer scientists

do. This observation is true for all four predefined query sketches

employed in this study.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Visual composition is an important aspect of accessing visual arts

and film. However, little effort has been invested into search and

retrieval based on composition so far. We investigate the capability

of low-level content-based features for the retrieval of visual compo-

sitions in a user study. Our findings suggest that low-level content-

based features are capable of capturing composition as it is under-

stood by film experts.

Additionally, we learn that film experts assess relevance of re-

trieval results to be higher than computer scientists which shows the

influence of expertise for composition retrieval. This influence is

linked to our finding that film experts, without being aware of it,

perceive visual compositions only if there is a strong semantic con-

nection between the query and the result image. Since the proposed

technique focuses only on visual similarity film experts are presented

with (for them) unexpected results which are semantically unrelated

but visually similar. This allows the film experts to analyze visual

compositions that they did not perceive before. One long-serving

film expert even said: “The computer sees more than man.”
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